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1. scrubbed
Sentence: She scrubbed the pan with a scouring pad.
Definition: rubbed hard to get clean

2. listening
Sentence: Listening to the loud radio hurt my ears.
Definition: concentrating on hearing something

3. stunned
Sentence: We were stunned when the new car broke down.
Definition: overwhelmed by knowledge

4. knitting
Sentence: Knitting weaves yarn with a pair of needles.
Definition: the act of interlacing yarn with needles

5. carpeting
Sentence: Plush carpeting was covering our floors.
Definition: floor rugs, collectively or in general

6. wandered
Sentence: I wandered aimlessly from street to street.
Definition: moved around without a goal or purpose

7. gathering
Sentence: We are gathering together for a reunion.
Definition: grouping together

8. beginning
Sentence: Tell a story from the beginning to the end.
Definition: the starting point or origin

9. skimmed



Sentence: I quickly skimmed the book for the main idea.
Definition: glance through writing to get main ideas

10. chatting
Sentence: She loves chatting on the phone.
Definition: conversing or communicating in a familiar way

11. shrugged
Sentence: He shrugged his shoulders indifferently.
Definition: moved shoulders up and down, expressing doubt

12. bothering
Sentence: A pesky noise is bothering me while I study.
Definition: annoying or harassing

13. whipped
Sentence: I whipped and beat the eggs to scramble them.
Definition: beat into a cream or froth

14. quizzed
Sentence: She quizzed him to test his math skills.
Definition: tested one's knowledge or skills

15. suffering
Sentence: I am suffering with pain.
Definition: experiencing terrible pain or discomfort

16. scanned
Sentence: His eyes quickly scanned the bus for his hat.
Definition: looked over or searched

17. ordered
Sentence: My boss ordered, or commanded, me to leave.
Definition: commanded or directed

18. totaled
Sentence: We totaled their charges and gave them a bill.
Definition: counted and determined the sum; added up



19. answered
Sentence: You asked me a question and I answered.
Definition: gave a spoken or written reply to

20. upsetting
Sentence: The upsetting argument greatly disturbed me.
Definition: tending to disturb or upset

21. compelling
Sentence: They're persuading and compelling me to talk.
Definition: encouraging, making, or forcing action

22. deposited
Sentence: I deposited my trash into the waste bin.
Definition: put something in a particular place

23. occurred
Sentence: An error occurred and my computer shut down.
Definition: took place or happened

24. threatening
Sentence: The black clouds are threatening to rain.
Definition: promising trouble, warning, declaring harm

25. canceled
Sentence: The game was canceled due to heavy rain.
Definition: brought to an end
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